Less is More: Sustainability Might be More About What you Don’t Use Than What You Do
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The Warehouse Whisperer
Find the hidden drains many operations leaders miss:

- Cost
- Time
- Material
- Environmental
Right Path

Right choices made at the right stages produce the right results.
Right Organizing

Assess
Design
Implement
Empower
Right Choicing
Right Spacing

- Most companies can’t expand
- New warehouse space is limited and expensive
- Optimize footprint
This doesn’t spark joy!
Right Spacing

- Automation is about space savings
- Bigger isn’t better
- Rightsized automation makes space 3x more productive
Right Timing

• Packing is the bottleneck

• Automation removes repetitive manual tasks, which removes costs

• Data speed is key
Right Timing
Rightsizing

- Speed up packing process
- Avoid dimensional weight
- Make labor more efficient
Rightsizing

• Rethink the box
• Ship smaller, safer and smarter
• Enhance the customer experience
Right Now

- Consider/discuss priorities
- Evaluate how to assess your process
- Know your data
Challenge the Status Quo
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